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Abstract: Interacting field theories for systems with a free surface frequently exhibit
distinct universality classes of boundary critical behaviors depending on gross surface prop-
erties. The boundary condition satisfied by the continuum field theory on some scale may
or may not be decisive for the universality class that applies. In many recent papers on
boundary field theories it is taken for granted that Dirichlet or Neumann boundary condi-
tions decide whether the ordinary or special boundary universality class is observed. While
true in a certain sense for the Dirichlet boundary condition, this is not the case for the
Neumann boundary condition. Building on results that have been worked out in the 1980s,
but have not always been appropriately appreciated in the literature, the subtle role of
boundary conditions and their scale dependence is elucidated and the question of whether
or not they determine the observed boundary universality class is discussed.
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1 Introduction
In the middle of the 1970s it became clear that systems with a free surface that exhibit
bulk critical behavior representative of a given bulk universality class may display distinct
kinds of boundary critical behaviors [1–6].1 In the 1980s and 1990s many powerful field-
theory approaches based on dimensionality expansions about the upper and lower critical
dimensions [8–14], the 1/N expansion, and the massive field-theory approach in fixed space
dimensions [15, 16] were extended to systems with free surfaces. These made detailed quan-
titative analyses of appropriate field-theory models possible, which complemented studies
using alternative methods such as position-space renormalization, high-temperature series
expansions, and Monte Carlo simulations [17–24].2 A parallel development initiated by
the seminal work [25, 26] on the infinite conformal symmetry in two-dimensional quan-
tum field theory was the extension and application of conformal field-theory methods to
two-dimensional systems with boundaries (see [27–29] for reviews).
A more recent development has been the use of conformal bootstrap techniques to
(d > 2)-dimensional systems [30] and their extension to systems with boundaries (see,
e.g., [31–34] and their references). These advances and the ongoing great interest in the
AdS/CFT correspondence have spurred considerable recent activity by the high-energy
theory community in the field of boundary conformal field theories [35–40]. Using these
techniques, the series expansions to second order in  = 4 − d about the upper critical di-
mension d∗ = 4 of the surface correlation exponents ηord‖ and η
sp
‖ at the ordinary and special
transitions, which have been know since the beginning of the 1980s [8–13], were recovered
[33, 34].3 In much of the recent work addressing the high-energy physics community, as
well as some older work in condensed matter physics, it is claimed or taken for granted that
1For reviews on boundary critical behavior and more complete lists of references, see [4–7].
2The vast amount of published papers on the subject makes it impossible to include a complete list of
citations. Our choice of cited papers on field-theory approaches and Monte Carlo results is motivated by
what will be helpful below. The interested reader is advised to consult the review papers [4–6] and [21] for
further references.
3Unfortunately, the O(2) result for the second independent surface exponent of the special transition,
namely the crossover exponent Φ [5, 12, 13], has so far not been determined by such bootstrap methods.
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choice of Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions for the field theory is the proper
way of selecting and identifying the ordinary and special transitions, respectively. This
overlooks the important fact that boundary conditions generally ought to be considered as
scale-dependent properties. Clearly, in order that the boundary condition reflects a prop-
erty of the surface universality class (ordinary or special), it must correspond to a fixed
point, either infrared stable or unstable. This is the case for the Dirichlet boundary con-
dition, which holds at the infrared-stable ordinary fixed point. By contrast, the Neumann
boundary condition does not correspond to a fixed point, neither an unstable nor stable one,
except in the free field case. Identifying the special transition via the Neumann boundary
condition therefore is unacceptable, dangerous, and misleading.
The aim of the present paper is to discuss the identification of the surface universality
classes and the role of boundary conditions in some detail. Let me stress that the reason-
ing presented below is based on arguments most of which can be found in the literature,
notably in [5, 6]. In fact, there exists at least one high-energy paper in which the difference
between the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions (to be elucidated below) is fully
appreciated and its consequences for simulations of lattice models are pointed out [41]. The
continuing identification of the special transition with the Neumann boundary condition
reveals a serious lack of understanding of the subtle issues of the scale dependence of bound-
ary conditions and the identification of surface universality classes. The explanations given
below try to counterbalance this.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly recall the
familiar Ising lattice model with free surfaces, its mapping to a φ4 theory, and the resulting
mesoscopic Robin boundary condition. We argue that the field theory one obtains from
the Ising model in the case where its surface couplings are critically enhanced so that a
special transition occurs must not be expected to satisfy Neumann boundary conditions.
We also show that a mesoscopic Neumann boundary condition could well result from an
Ising model whose surface couplings are subcritically enhanced. In Section 3 we recollect
some necessary background of the field theory approach to the semi-infinite φ4 theory and
its renormalization group analysis. This is used to discuss the boundary conditions that
hold asymptotically on large length scales, both for the ordinary and special fixed point.
A comparison with the situation in the case of the extraordinary transitions is also made.
Section 4 briefly summarizes our findings and conclusions.
2 Lattice models and field theory
Consider a simple cubic lattice with sites i ∈ Zd, consisting of Nz + 1 (d− 1)-dimensional
layers [0,Ny]d−1 labeled by z = 0, . . . ,Nz. To each site i a spin variable si = ±1 is attached.
The spins interact via nearest-neighbor bonds K1 = J1/kBT in the surface layers z = 0,Nz
and K = J/kBT elsewhere. Its configurational energy/kBT is given by
Hlat = K1
∑
〈i,j〉
z=1,Nz
sisj +K
∑
〈i,j〉
1<z<Nz
sisj (2.1)
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Along all directions y parallel to the surface layers periodic boundary conditions are
chosen. Along the z-direction, free boundary conditions are used. We take the limits
Ny →∞ and Nz →∞.
This Ising model with free surfaces (and large but finite Ny and Nz) has been frequently
used in Monte Carlo simulations [17–21]. Its (d=3)-dimensional version is known to have
a bulk critical point at a critical coupling Kc and to undergo an ordinary, special, and
extraordinary surface transition depending on whether the ratio r = K1/K is smaller,
equal, or larger than a critical value rsp. These critical values [17–19, 21]
Kc ' 0.22, rsp ≡ (K1/K)sp ' 1.5 (2.2)
depend, of course, on microscopic details. They change if, say, a coupling K⊥ 6= K is chosen
between the surface layers and their neighboring layers. Likewise, they take different values
for the Blume-Capel model used in the Monte Carlo analysis of [23] to minimize corrections
to scaling.
To obtain a description of this model on mesoscopic length scales, one can coarse-
grain to obtain a continuum field theory. An efficient and convenient, though admittedly
approximate, way to reach this goal is to consider the mean-field theory for the lattice
model (2.1), make a continuum approximation, and identify the field-theory action via the
resulting Ginzburg-Landau (zero-loop) equations and by dropping contributions that may
be expected to be irrelevant [2, 4, 5]. The resulting action is
H =
∫
dd−1y
{∫ ∞
0
dz
[
1
2
(∇φ)2 + τ˚
2
φ2 +
u˚
4!
φ4
]
+
c˚
2
φ2
∣∣
z=0
}
, (2.3)
where φ(y, z) is an order parameter field on the semi-infinite space Rd−1 × R+, where τ˚
and u˚ are bare bulk parameters. For the bare surface parameter c˚, the explained procedure
yields the (approximate) value [2]
c˚ = 1− 2(d− 1)(K1/K − 1). (2.4)
Again, this value depends on microscopic details of the lattice model. Had we taken a
coupling K⊥ 6= K between the surface and its adjacent layer, a different value would result
(see equation (2.19) of [5]).
To make this field theory well-defined beyond zero-loop order, we need a regularization.
For our purposes, it will be convenient and sufficient to use either dimensional regularization
or a cutoff regularization in which the momentum integrations are restricted such that the
momentum component p conjugate to y is restricted by |p| ≤ Λ. The length scale 2pi/Λ
may be viewed as the linear block size to which one has coarse-grained.
From the boundary terms of the classical equations of motion δH = 0, one obtains the
Robin boundary condition [2, 4, 5]
∂nφ = c˚φ, (2.5)
where ∂n (= ∂z|z=0) denotes the derivative along the inner normal. Just as the classical
equations of motion, this boundary condition holds beyond zero-loop order in an operator
sense (inside of averages) [5, 6]. For c˚ = ∞ and c˚ = 0, the boundary condition becomes a
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Dirichlet and Neumann boundary condition, respectively. Note that c˚ = 0 is the zero-loop
(“classical”) critical value c˚sp,cl of the special transition for d > 2. From eq. (2.4) we see
that it corresponds to a surface enhancement ratio
rN =
2(d− 1)
2d− 1 =d=3
5
4
. (2.6)
That the d = 3 Monte Carlo value rsp for critical enhancement given in eq. (2.2) is roughly
25% higher than rN is not surprising since the Ginzburg-Landau (“classical”) theory, unlike
Monte Carlo calculations, neglects fluctuations.
What this tells us is that there is no reason to believe that the Ising model with a critical
surface enhancement r = rsp maps onto the field theory (2.3) with Neumann boundary
conditions. It should also be clear that if we do the mapping of the lattice model (2.1) via
a more elaborate coarse-graining method by integrating out short length-scale degrees of
freedom up to the minimal length scale 2pi/Λ (following Wilson [42]), and obtain a given
value of c˚, then choosing another value Λ′ would give us a different value c˚′.
That the Neumann boundary condition is not a property of the special transition
can also be seen by computing c˚sp perturbatively for the cutoff regularized continuum
model (2.3). Upon setting τ˚ to its critical value τ˚c, one can compute c˚sp from the condition
that the surface susceptibility χ11 =
∫
dd−1y 〈φ(y, 0)φ(0, 0)〉 diverges, i.e., [χ11(˚τc, c˚sp)]−1 =
0. The result for d = 4−  > 2,
c˚sp = − u˚
8
Kd−1Λu˚/Λ +O(˚u2), Kd ≡ 21−dpi−d/2/Γ(d/2), (2.7)
can be gleaned from equation (3.95) of [5].
What we have learned above about the cutoff-dependence of c˚ and hence the boundary
condition for the bare theory obviously applies also for mappings of the Ising model (2.1)
with subcritical (r < rsp) or supercritical enhancements (r > rsp). Nevertheless, there are
important differences between the cases of Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions.
Before we can discuss these, we must first recollect in the next section some well-known
facts about the renormalization group analysis of the model (2.3).
3 Renormalization
Let
G(N,M) =
〈[ N∏
i=1
φ(xi)
][ M∏
j=1
φ|s(yj)
]〉cum
(3.1)
denote the cumulants (connected (N + M)-point Green’s functions) associated with the
action (2.3). They involve N fields φ at positions xi away from the boundary and M fields
φ|s(yj) = φ(yj , 0) at points yj on the surface z = 0. Their ultraviolet (UV) singularities
can be absorbed through the reparametrizations
φ = Z
1/2
φ φ
ren, τ˚ = µ2Zττ + τ˚c, u˚Nd = µ
4−dZuu, (3.2)
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and
c˚ = µZc c+ c˚sp φ|s = (ZφZ1)1/2φ|rens . (3.3)
Here, µ is a momentum scale, andNd is a convenient normalization constant that is absorbed
in u. The latter was chosen as (4pi)−d/2 in [5, 9, 11–13]; the alternative choice Nd =
2 (4pi)−d/2Γ(3 − d/2)/(d − 2) made elsewhere [43, 44] is still compatible with the explicit
two-loop expressions given in the former references. The counterterms τ˚b and c˚sp absorb
UV singularities quadratic and linear in the cutoff, respectively, in the cutoff regularized
theory. The critical value of the renormalized surface enhancement variable c for which the
special transition occurs is csp = 0.
Let us also recall that in a perturbative approach based on the dimensionally regu-
larized theory and the  expansion, the shift c˚sp vanishes, as does τ˚b.4 However, beyond
perturbation theory these quantities are known to be nonzero and of the form τ˚b = u˚2/T ()
and c˚sp = u˚1/C() in the dimensionally regularized theory, where the functions T () and
C() have poles at k = 2/k, k ∈ N [15, 16, 45].
Under the renormalization group flow implied by a change µ → µ` of the momentum
scale the enhancement variable c is mapped onto the scale-dependent value c¯(`) which varies
as
c¯(`) ∼ `−ycc (3.4)
in the infrared limit `→ 0. The RG eigenvalue yc can expressed as yc = Φ/ν in terms of the
surface crossover exponent Φ associated with the special transition and the bulk correlation-
length exponent ν [12]. The  expansions of yc and Φ to O(2) can be found in [5], along
with estimates of the corresponding values for d = 3. Improved d = 3 field-theory estimates
of these exponents, which additionally take into account the two-loop results of the massive
field theory approach [15, 16], are given in [16]. For Φ at d = 3, the estimate found there is
Φ(d = 3) ' 0.54; the most recent Monte Carlo calculations [18, 19, 22, 23] give somewhat
lower values ' 0.45. Unfortunately, the estimates obtained via the conformal bootstrap
approach for the exponents of the special transition at d = 3 are not yet competitive, unlike
those for the ordinary transition [32].
For initial values c > 0 and c < 0, the running variable c¯(`) is driven to the fixed-point
values c∗ord = ∞ and c∗ex = −∞ of the ordinary and extraordinary fixed points. At the
ordinary fixed point, the field φ and hence the cumulants G(N,M) satisfy Dirichlet boundary
conditions (which means in particular that they vanish whenM > 0). A nice way to confirm
this is the use of the boundary operator expansion (BOE) [5, 6, 11]. For the case of the
ordinary fixed point, the leading contribution of the BOE of φ originates from ∂nφ. To this
end, one can set c˚ =∞ and consider the c˚ =∞ analogs of the cumulants (3.1) involving M
surface operators ∂nφ rather than φ|s. The renormalization of ∂nφ = (ZφZ1,∞)1/2[∂nφ]ren
involves another renormalization factor Z1,∞, which was determined to two-loop order in
[9, 11]. Let me just quote the near-boundary behavior one obtains for both the ordinary
and the special fixed points by including the leading contribution to the BOE; one finds
4One can benefit from this in a perturbative approach based on dimensional regularization and the 
expansion by performing calculations directly at τ = c = 0, provided one carefully avoids undefined infrared
singular quantities.
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[5, 11, 13]
φren(y, z) ∼
z→0
{
zς
ord
[∂nφ]
ren(y) for c =∞,
z−ςsp φ|rens (y) for c = 0,
(3.5)
where the exponents ςord/sp can be expressed as
ςord = (βord1 − β)/ν = ηord⊥ − η (3.6)
and
ςsp = (β − βsp1 )/ν = η − ηsp⊥ (3.7)
in terms of the bulk magnetization exponent β and the surface magnetization exponents
β
ord/sp
1 or the surface correlation exponents η
ord/sp
⊥ of the ordinary and special transitions.
Note that field-theory estimates [5, 9–13, 16], Monte Carlo results [17–19, 22–24], and
conformal bootstrap approaches consistently show that both exponents ςord/sp are positive
for the d = 3 Ising case.5 In fact, it can be rigorously shown by means of Griffiths inequalities
[46, 47] that ςord ≥ 0. To see this, consider two semi-infinite (d = 3)-dimensional Ising
models whose spins are coupled via nearest-neighbor bonds of equal strengths K ≡ K1.
Assume that they consist of two-dimensional layers at z = 0, 1, . . . and z = −1,−2, . . .,
respectively. Upon coupling their surface layers via nearest-neighbor bonds of strength K⊥,
we can compare the magnetizations m0,K⊥ ≡
∑
i with z=0〈si〉/
∑
i with z=0 1 per site of the
layer z = 0 for the cases K⊥ = 0 and K⊥ = K. Since for K⊥ = K we have additional
ferromagnetic interactions, the Griffiths inequalities tell us that m0,K ≥ m0,0. However,
these magnetizations vary as m0,0 ∼ |t|β andm0,K ∼ |t|βord1 as t ≡ (T−Tc)/Tc ↑ 0, where Tc
is the bulk critical temperature. It follows that βord1 ≥ β because otherwise the inequality
m0,K ≥ m0,0 would be violated for sufficiently small |t|.
The mean-field (zero-loop) result for ςord is 1. Its  expansion
ςord = 1− 57+ 324
1944
+O(3) (3.8)
follows in a straightforward fashion from the known O(2) expressions for the exponents in
eq. (3.6), and from the exact (d = 2)-Ising-model results η⊥ = 5/8 and η = 1/4 (see, e.g.,
[27]) we get ςord(d = 2) = 3/8. Hence ςord may be expected to be strictly positive for all
d ≥ 2. Thus on scales large compared to microscopic ones (lattice spacing a), the order
parameter field φ satisfies indeed a Dirichlet boundary condition at the surface.
This should be contrasted with the situation at the special fixed point. The exponent
ςsp vanishes in mean-field theory (and hence for d ≥ 4) and has the  expansion
ςsp =
1
162
(27− )+O(3). (3.9)
5From the field-theory estimates of [16], the Monte Carlo results [23, 24], and the conformal bootstrap
approach [32] one obtains approximately the same value ςord ' 0.75. Likewise, one finds from [23, 24] and
[16] the values ςsp ' 0.16 and 0.1, respectively. We refrain from giving an estimate for ςsp resulting from
the bootstrap approach of [32] because the results for the exponents of the special transition are not very
precise according to the authors’ own judgment.
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The O(2) expression increases monotonically from zero at d = 4 to 13/81 = 0.168 . . . at
d = 3. Thus, ςsp > 0 for 3 ≤ d < 4 so that the order parameter, extrapolated from scales
 a to small distances z, diverges in the limit z → 0. Only at d ≥ 4 or in the free field
case does it satisfy a Neumann boundary condition.
This is not the place for a detailed discussion of the extraordinary transition. However,
it may be helpful to recall for comparison the short-distance behavior at the extraordinary
fixed point c = −∞. Since φ(y, z) has the anomalous dimension β/ν and 〈φ(y, z)〉 does not
vanish at Tc in the case of the extraordinary transition (i.e., for supercritical enhancement
c < 0)), one concludes that 〈φ(y, z〉 decays at Tc as z−β/ν for large z [3, 5, 37, 40, 48, 49].6
Extrapolated to z → 0, this means that it diverges upon approaching the surface. This
holds even in Ginzburg-Landau theory and hence for d > 4.
4 Conclusions
The purpose of this paper has been to explain why except in the free-field case the Neu-
mann boundary condition is not a property of the special transition, as frequently taken
for granted in the literature, where it tends to get used for the identification of the special
transition. It is essential to realize that the boundary condition one has to deal with in
a field-theory description is a scale-dependent property. Since in microscopic models the
spin variables fluctuate, coarse graining to a mesoscopic minimal length scale 2pi/Λ yields
a value for the bare surface enhancement variable c˚ appearing in the mesoscopic Robin
boundary condition (2.5) that depends on the choice of Λ.
In section 2, we discussed the mapping of a simple Ising model with a free surface and
modified surface bonds on a semi-infinite φ4 model. We saw that the ratio rN = (K1/K)N
of the surface and bulk couplings K1 and K that yield c˚ = 0 according to the approximate
relation (2.4) — and hence a mesoscopic Neumann boundary condition — was considerably
lower than the critical value r = rsp corresponding to the special transition. This means on
the one hand that a Neumann boundary condition must not be expected to hold for the field
theory describing the special transition. On the other hand, it tells us that a mesoscopic
Neumann boundary condition of the field theory, i.e., a value c˚ = 0, is likely to lie in the
basin of attraction of the fixed point of the ordinary transition. In other words, even if
one has a Neumann boundary condition on a mesoscopic scale, the large-scale behavior
may well be governed by the ordinary fixed point c∗ord = ∞ and hence exhibit asymptotic
Dirichlet boundary conditions. If so, the surface critical behavior of the ordinary is observed.
Likewise, universal quantities that differ for the special and ordinary surface universality
classes would display the value of the ordinary one. One interesting example, which has
been much studied in recent years, is the fluctuation-induced force (“critical Casimir force”)
in a slab Rd−1 × [0, L] of thickness L (see, e.g., [44, 50–53] and their references). At
bulk criticality, this force decays as ∆CL−(d−1) for large thickness L, where the Casimir
6This term evidently results from the contribution of the 1 operator to the BOE. The contribution
from the stress-energy tensor Tzz(y) [6] yields the decays 〈φ(y, z)φ(0, z)〉cum ∼
y→∞
y
−(d−2+ηex‖ ) ∼ y−2d and
〈φ(y, z)φ(y, z′)〉cum ∼
z→∞
z−(d−2+η
ex
⊥ ) ∼ z−(3d−2+η)/2, giving ηex‖ = d+ 2 and ηex⊥ = (d+ 2 + η)/2.
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amplitude ∆C is a universal quantity that depends on the bulk universality class and the
two surface universality classes pertaining to the two semi-infinite systems bounded by the
surface z = 0 and z = L, respectively. If the values c1 and c2 of c for both surfaces are
subcritical, the amplitude takes the value ∆ord,ordC corresponding to large-scale Dirichlet
boundary conditions and the fixed point c∗1 = c∗2 =∞.
For the Dirichlet boundary condition to hold on large length scales it is sufficient that
the surface enhancement variable c˚ appearing in the mesoscopic Robin boundary condi-
tion (2.5) is subcritical (˚c > c˚sp). This ensures that the initial value of the renormalized
variable c belongs to the basin of attraction of the ordinary fixed point.7 By contrast,
Neumann boundary conditions satisfied by the field theory with a given minimal length
2pi/Λ do not correspond to a fixed point of the renormalization group, neither a stable nor
an unstable one (except in the free field case). Coarse graining to a larger minimal length
scale would lead to modified (Robin) boundary conditions.
Furthermore, it is not difficult to see that boundary conditions are scale-
dependent properties even on large scales. Consider a quantity Q(z) such as∫
Rd−1×R+ d
dx 〈φ(y, z)φ(x)〉cum that does not vanish at Tc and assume that c is subcrit-
ical, though nearly critical, i.e., positive but small. Associated with c then is a length
ξc ∼ c−1/yc that is much larger than the microscopic one (lattice constant a). Clearly,
depending on whether the distance z satisfies a . z . ξc or z & ξc  a the quantity Q(z)
must display the short-distance behaviors ∼ z−ςsp and ∼ zςord specified in eq. (3.5). As
z decreases, the latter asymptotic behavior characteristic of the ordinary transition must
smoothly cross over to that of the special transition. (For an illustration of this crossover
behavior, see figure 22 of [5].) Upon equating the derivative Q′(z) to zero, we can identify
a distance zN(c) at which Q(z) has a horizontal slope, i.e., satisfies a Neumann boundary
condition.
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